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Learning Objectives
At the end of this program, participants will be able to:

• Analyze the impact of traditional solar control solutions, their associated 
energy penalty and contrast with the use of dynamic glazing.

• Explain the energy and environmental benefits of electrochromic glass and 
discuss key control strategies for maximum energy conservation.

• Examine the human factors benefit with electrochromics and discuss how 
durability improves sustainability.

• Understand key aspects of design for incorporating and specifying 
electrochromic glass to achieve maximum performance and potential 
contribution to LEED points.



Course Outline
Section 1: Electrochromic Glazing: The Power of Glass

Without the Energy Penalty

Section 2: Energy and Performance Comparisons

Section 3: Sustainability and Human Factors   

Section 4: Electrochromic Glazing Design Considerations



Section 1: The Power of Glass



Why Do We Use Glass?

Windows:

• Add architectural detail

• Provide a view and connection to the 

outdoors

• Create a more pleasant environment for 

building occupants



The Power of Glass
People love glass.

• Windows provide light, views and connection 
to the outdoors.

• Numerous studies confirm what most people 
know instinctively: people feel better and 
perform better in spaces where there is 
abundant daylight. 

However...

Windows have a major impact on energy use – mostly negative.

• In a typical office building, 65% of total energy use is for lighting, heating 
and cooling.



Problems with Windows

• Heat gain

• Glare

• Energy use



The Conventional Solutions

• “Static” glass

• Interior blinds and shades

• Exterior shades

Expensive

Ineffective

Block view and connection to outdoors

Ongoing maintenance and repair

“Embedded carbon” issues



Dynamic Glazing Options
SPD

Suspended particle device, operating with 110VAC <15A
Powered stage is clear and tinted is off.
Laminate form, organic based compounds.

LCD
Liquid crystal device, operating with 110VAC <15A
Powered stage is clear and translucent is off.
Laminate form, organic based compounds.

Photochromic
Ultra violet light is absorbed by the materials and that absorption results in 
tinting based on the solar intensity.
Passive system, no electrical controlling capabilities.
Laminate form, organic based compounds.



Dynamic Glazing Options
Thermochromic

Heat is absorbed by the materials and that absorption results in tinting 
with intensity increasing as heat and pressure increase.
Passive system, no electrically controlling capabilities
Laminate form, organic based compounds.

Electrochromic
Thin film technology that tints on demand, <4VDC & <10mA.
Powered stage is tinted, clear is off.
Series of ceramic and metallic films deposited onto glass surface, in-
organic solution impervious to UV, high temperature and pressure 
gradients.



Electrochromic Focus

• Controllable

• Drives occupant comfort and energy efficiency

• Maintains view and connection to the outdoors

• Durable

• Energy Efficient

• Aligns with current IGU installation



Electrochromic Dynamic Range



Tinted State

Product Technology –
How Electrochromic Glass Works

Clear State



Up-front Cost Comparison

Conventional Solutions Electrochromic Glass

Increased HVAC

EC Glass

Sunshades

Low-e IGU

Automated Blinds



Section 2: Energy Performance



Impact on Performance

Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, CA

• Energy & Human Factors Evaluation

Energy Results

• Up to 20% cooling energy savings

• Up to 60% reduction in lighting

• Up to 30% reduction in peak demand

Human Factors Results

Employees greatly preferred to be in the room

with Electrochromic windows vs. static glass



EC Glass Energy Performance

DoE2.1 Building Simulation Model

• 8 story office building

• 160,000 square feet floor space

• 37,500 square feet window area

• Multiple climate zones

• Minneapolis

• Washington, DC

• Phoenix



Energy Performance Results



Energy and Operating Cost Summary

• Reduces energy use by up to 20%

• Lowers peak demand by up to 30%

• Lowers lighting costs by up to 60%

• Can reduce HVAC sizing by up to 25%

• Eliminates need for blind /                                                                                       
shade maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy and Operating Cost ReductionReduces overall site energy (heating, cooling, lighting) loads by up to 20%Lowers peak demand power requirements by up to 30%Eliminates need for blind / shade maintenance



Section 3: Sustainability and Human Factors



Key Factors of Sustainability
Controlling glare improves occupant comfort and 

productivity, and increases the effectiveness of 

daylighting strategies.

Controlling solar radiation eliminates embedded 

costs of manufacturing, transporting, maintaining, 

replacing and disposing of large amounts of interior 

materials otherwise damaged by fading.

Durability of the window means that maintenance 

and replacements costs of the Solar Control Solution 

are reduced.



Controlling Glare

Discomfort due to temperature or glare have a proven negative impact on occupant 
comfort and productivity.

In a world of technology with its multiple reflective screens, glare is a significant 
problem in the workplace.

But in addition, glare has a significant negative impact on energy use due to increased 
lighting costs.



Tdw-KGlass Type

Controlling Solar Radiation: Fading Protection

77%Low-E2

45%Clear Glass

• Tdw - K:  Weighted transmission of the sun’s energy that causes fading using the Krochmann Damage Function (300 - 500nm)
• Tdw - ISO:  Weighted average of the sun’s energy that causes fading using a function developed by the International Commission on 
Illumination (300 - 700nm)
• Data from Lawrence  Berkeley National Laboratory’s Window 5.2 software

30%

Tdw-ISO

52%

EC Glass (clear state) 82% 62%

EC Glass (tinted state) 98% 97%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glass that claims 98% UV protection covers only the 300 – 380nm wavelength range. Tdw-K & Tdw-ISO cover the visible spectrum as well, which is also responsible for fading



Durability

ASTM Test Standard E-2141-06 evaluates:

“…the combined degradative effects of elevated 

temperature, solar radiation and extended 

electrical cycling through 50,000 cycles…”

Electrochromic Glass “… windows successfully 

survived over 100,000 cycles …”

“…equivalent to switching a window 9 times per 

day for 365 days/year across a 30-year lifetime.”

National Renewable Energy Laboratory



Sustainability and Human Factors

The qualities that make electrochromic glazing sustainable also contribute to the 

comfort and performance of the building’s occupants.



Human Factors
• Maintains occupants’ view and 

connection to outdoors

• Harvests natural light

• Improves comfort

• Eliminates glare helping to improve 

employee productivity and satisfaction



Section 4: Design



EC Glass Design Features

• Double or Triple pane construction

• Broad control options

• Variable tint

• Zoning

• Superior fading protection

• Supports LEED

• Familiar installation



EC Control Systems
Simple switch

Automation using manufacturer controls

Automation in conjunction with 

a building control system

Hybrid:  Automation with 

manual override

iPad



Variable Tint



Zoning



EC Glass LEED® Certification Credits

EC glass can help earn credits in the following areas:

E&A Credit 1:  Optimize energy Performance

IEQ Credit 6:  Controllability

IEQ Credit 7:  Thermal Comfort

IEQ Credit 8: Daylight & Views

SS Credit 8:  Light Pollution

I&DP Credit 1:  Innovation In Design



EC Glass Installation

EC glass is easy to specify, integrate, install and use

Proven integration with a wide variety of window, skylight and 

curtain wall manufacturers

Architectural Solutions consulting team



Control System Wiring

Terminal Box Push-In 
Connector

EC Glass IGU

Output Panel

Wall Switch

Exterior Light 
Sensor

Interior Light Sensor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Below are “controls” manufacturers that we are either pursuing the physical integration (writing drivers) with the manufacturer (and therefore know it is feasible) or have contacted them to verify the feasibility.Lutron – homeworks® and Grafik eye – Lighting Crestron  (A/V) AMX (A/V) Johnson Controls (Building Automation) Siemens Apogee (Building Automation)



Electrochromic Product Attributes
• Size  

Up to 60” x 120”

• Non rectangular shapes

Parallelograms
Trapezoids
Triangle

• Selection of colors

Transmitted Color Options
Exterior / Reflected Color Options

• Power consumption

Up to 2000 ft2 draws no more than a 60 watt light bulb
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Century College, White Bear Lake, MN 



Chabot College, Hayward, CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When tBP/Architecture began work on the new Chabot College Community and Student Services Center (CSSC), the design team wanted to incorporate as much glass as possible to create a visually stunning centerpiece for the institution. They also wanted to preserve the view outside and flood the interior spaces with natural daylight.The CSSC atrium would include a two-story, 2,900-square-foot curtain wall facing south and west, posing significant glare and heat control challenges. Adding even greater complexity, Chabot College wanted the new CSSC to be an energy-efficient, LEED-certified building, part of a sustainability initiative calling for “green intelligent buildings” across campus.The highly glazed space faces south and west in a cooling dominated climate zone, and as such, presents significant challenges for glare and heat gain control. Furthermore, as part of the energy efficiency strategy for LEED certification, the architect created this atrium as an HVAC-free, naturally ventilated space, implementing a novel natural air cooling and heating strategy. The temperature of the atrium is controlled by radiant heating and cooling in the concrete slab, combined with roof and ceiling air scoops to provide natural air flow. Use of EC glass gave the architect sufficient range of solar control to be able to implement his design strategy without needing to reduce the glazed area in the space. In fact, the architect, Phil Newsome from tBP/Architecture, is quoted as saying that the natural ventilation technology implemented in this project would not have been possible without the use of dynamic glass. Although conventional low-e glazing, automated interior blinds and automated exterior louvers would have managed the sun and solar heat gain, this approach would limit outside views and potentially compromise building aesthetics. Using EC glass as a solar control solution was cost-competitive with less efficient static approaches, which made it an easy decision for the project. The EC glass is automatically controlled in three zones through the building automation system, based on temperature control points with manual override, providing glare control for the occupants of the private office spaces on the second floor as well as a comfortable temperature in the atrium. Temperature is controlled by radiant heating and cooling in the concrete slab, combined with roof and ceiling air scoops for natural ventilation. In addition, no HVAC system is required for the CSSC atrium. The project has earned LEED Platinum certification.Today, the CSSC serves as a thriving hub for nearly 15,000 Chabot College students, faculty and staff. The EC glazing keeps glare and temperature under control throughout the day, making effective use of the natural ventilation system. Sightlines to the surrounding campus grounds also remain unobstructed, while natural light reaches the interior spaces and reduces the need for artificial lighting.



GSA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.



GSA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 



Kimmel Center, Philadelphia, PA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Kimmel Center is a city-block-wide collection of performance halls and open spaces enclosed inside a soaring, 150-foot-high, barrel-vaulted glass roof. Atop the Center’s highest elevation—on the roof of Perelman Theater—sits the Dorrance H. Hamilton Garden Terrace, which offers stunning views of the cityscape, and overlooks the entire Kimmel Center complex. But the barrel-vaulted roof made the terrace space too hot in daylight and reflected noise from events, interrupting other guests below.Today, the new Hamilton Garden Terrace has been transformed into an elegant glass and steel structure that effectively manages both the noise and environmental problems of the original space. The new $14-million renovation features a vibrant ballroom-type space for weddings and events. The new glass enclosure limits event sound propagation, while IC glass serves as the structure’s 2,100-square-foot rooftop, taming the sun without blocking the cityscape views. “We initially designed in motorized shades that would be pulled during the hot times of the day because we knew the solar load would be so intense,” said architect Donna Lisle of BLT Architects. “But motorized shades are expensive, often break or won’t close evenly, and you can’t see out through them. The glazing contractor, APG International, Inc., suggested we look at electrochromic glass as an alternative, which has worked out perfectly for the project.”Lisle said that the EC glass also helped them achieve a “wow” factor that the building owner wanted in the architectural design.“When the electrochromic glass skylights fully tint, they create this big, defined square of clear cobalt blue that is stunning to view from the plaza below or outside from the street. The building owner also wanted the design to enhance the rental appeal of the terrace as a ‘sky room,’ which was characterized by its connection to the day and night sky and the unique perspective of seeing the cityscape from above. Being able to maintain those views with electrochromic glass helped us achieve those objectives,” she said.Edward Zaucha, CEO of APG International, the glazier who installed all of the glass in the terrace roof, said he was glad that they had electrochromic glass in their product line-up when it came time to bid this project. “With its barrel roof and extraordinary amount of daylight, the Hamilton Garden Terrace presented us with some interesting glazing challenges. For solar control, electrochromic glass delivered a solution that no other glazing could provide,” he said. “In this way, electrochromic glass helped us solve a problem for our customer and at the same time helped us differentiate our business from other glaziers.”



Siemens Wind Turbine Facility, Hutchinson, KS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beginning at the earliest stages of design, glass was always a central component of the design team’s vision for the new 300,000-square-foot Siemens wind turbine facility. However, function threatened to undermine form.Architects discovered that the aesthetic of the glass wall planned for the building’s front façade would be compromised once conventional systems were added to reduce glare and control solar heat gain. Such measures are mandatory with low-e glass in this southernmost region of the U.S. heartland, known for its abundant sunshine and long, hot summers.The facility’s original rendering included the addition of automatically controlled horizontal louvers on the façade exterior, which would rotate to block the sunlight during the peak  hours of solar gain and glare. However, this approach did not mesh well with the architects’ desire for daylight and unobstructed views through the glass.After researching alternative options for managing sunlight, the architect, GNF Architects and Engineers, ultimately chose to specify dynamic glass for the Siemens facility front façade. The team was pleased to learn that this advanced glazing technology had a lower initial cost than conventional static solutions. It would also involve minimal ongoing maintenance costs.The 4,900-square-foot curtain wall features automatic variable tinting in 30 zones, which are integrated into the Siemens building management system. A manual override capability allows authorized personnel to make additional adjustments by zone as necessary.By specifying EC glass instead of conventional low-e glass and automated external louvers, the design team has seen its architectural vision transformed into beautiful reality, with no aesthetic compromises required to manage incoming sunlight. The unobstructed curtain wall creates a clean, contemporary look to the building façade. Inside, employees and visitors enjoy abundant natural light with minimal glare, along with comfortable room temperatures and clear views of the surrounding grounds— throughout the year and in all lighting conditions. The dynamic glass also reduces dependence on artificial lighting and HVAC systems, resulting in a highly energy-efficient building that has been certified LEED Gold.



Siemens Wind Turbine Facility, Hutchinson, KS



Ball State University, Muncie, IN

Presenter
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DeHority Hall is a multipurpose common space on the Ball State University campus, used as a primary gathering place for students and for showing video presentations and movies. To enhance student well-being using natural light, the original DeHority Hall design included skylights with standard tinted glass, giving the space an open feel and flooding it with light. However, allowing so much sunlight to enter through conventional glass created serious temperature control challenges.“Glare and heat became a constant problem, and it was hard to keep the room comfortable even with our HVAC system running at full capacity,” said Gary Canaday, Ball State Manager of Campus Construction, Facilities Planning and Management. “We looked at installing mechanized shades and blinds, but that option was not attractive and would have created ongoing maintenance issues.”Ball State and architecture firm Schmidt Associates began exploring alternative approaches. The team ultimately chose to specify dynamic EC glazing for a new 1,700-square-foot skylight—a fully glazed roof with clerestory that would replace the conventional glass.Working in the background using light sensors, the dynamic glass solution in this application provides variable levels of tint in order to maintain a constant, user-determined light level in the space. This automatic control can be manually overridden to, for example, fully tint the glass when darkening the room for presentations or when full glare control is required. “EC glazing was the best option for the project, because it enabled us to maximize natural light and the view to the outdoors, while creating a space that is thermally and visually comfortable for the students inside,” said Ryan Benson, the Schmidt Associates architect who designed the new DeHority Hall skylight. By choosing to replace the conventional glass skylights with EC glazing at DeHority Hall, Ball State has created a healthful, comfortable and versatile space for its students. With EC glass, they were able to incorporate far more glass into the building’s design, enabling generous amounts of light to enter the space while requiring far less energy to optimize occupant comfort. DeHority Hall is now a LEED Silver certified building, providing a shining example of how highly functional academic structures can also be energy efficient. 



Club Porticello, Oconomowoc, WI



Immanuel Bible Church, Springfield, VA



Port of Entry, Torrington, WY



St. Johnsbury Athenaeum, St. Johnsbury, VT
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Built in 1871, the St. Johnsbury Athenaeum is the oldest art gallery in the country that still maintains its original design. One distinctive element of this elegant facility is its Victorian skylights, which flood the gallery’s interiors with natural light and uniquely enhance the viewing experience of well-known masterpieces such as Albert Bierstadt’s Domes of the Yosemite.Unfortunately, natural light also poses a threat to the Athenaeum’s extensive collection of artwork and furnishings. When the skylights deteriorated beyond repair, leadership at the Athenaeum recognized an opportunity to use 21st-century technology to preserve a 19th-century treasure.“It was critical that the skylight preserve the authentic atmosphere people experience when they visit the Athenaeum,” said project architect John Mesick. “EC glass allows us to do that.” Replacing the skylights with traditional glass would have required the addition of mechanical shades or other sun controls that would severely compromise the appeal of the gallery and the experience of visitors.For this reason, Mesick selected an EC glass triple pane glazing system for the Athenaeum’s skylights. The EC glass-enabled framework replicates both the design and dimensions of four Victorian-era skylights, incorporating a layer of textured glass to match the look of the historic glass.The EC glass blocks harmful UV radiation and allows optimal amounts of natural light to enter without the unwanted heat gain during warm seasons. The triple pane glazing system not only provides excellent thermal efficiency during Vermont’s cold winters, it also addresses concerns about humidity levels in the gallery and condensation on the glass. 



Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO
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Presentation Notes
Built in 1871, the St. Johnsbury Athenaeum is the oldest art gallery in the country that still maintains its original design. One distinctive element of this elegant facility is its Victorian skylights, which flood the gallery’s interiors with natural light and uniquely enhance the viewing experience of well-known masterpieces such as Albert Bierstadt’s Domes of the Yosemite.Unfortunately, natural light also poses a threat to the Athenaeum’s extensive collection of artwork and furnishings. When the skylights deteriorated beyond repair, leadership at the Athenaeum recognized an opportunity to use 21st-century technology to preserve a 19th-century treasure.“It was critical that the skylight preserve the authentic atmosphere people experience when they visit the Athenaeum,” said project architect John Mesick. “EC glass allows us to do that.” Replacing the skylights with traditional glass would have required the addition of mechanical shades or other sun controls that would severely compromise the appeal of the gallery and the experience of visitors.For this reason, Mesick selected an EC glass triple pane glazing system for the Athenaeum’s skylights. The EC glass-enabled framework replicates both the design and dimensions of four Victorian-era skylights, incorporating a layer of textured glass to match the look of the historic glass.The EC glass blocks harmful UV radiation and allows optimal amounts of natural light to enter without the unwanted heat gain during warm seasons. The triple pane glazing system not only provides excellent thermal efficiency during Vermont’s cold winters, it also addresses concerns about humidity levels in the gallery and condensation on the glass. 



Grove City College, Grove City, PA



Summary

Glass
Glare

Heat GainDynamic Glass
Elegant

Sustainable
Comfortable

Durable
Cost Effective

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glare & Heat Gain – DynamicSageGlass ElegantSustainableDurableCost EffectiveEasy to Use



Where do you sit?



QUESTIONS?
This concludes The American Institute of Architects Continuing 

Education Systems Program

For more information about electrochromic glazing, contact:
SAGE Electrochromics, Inc.
1 Sage Way
Faribault, MN 55021
507-331-4848
CommercialSales@sageglass.com 

www.sageglass.com
twitter.com/Sage_Glass
linkedin.com/company/sage-electrochromics-inc.
Youtube.com/SAGEElectrochromics
Pinterest.com/SageGlassUSA

http://pinterest.com/sageglassusa/�
http://pinterest.com/sageglassusa/�
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